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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, , \ y Es F. Firr, a citi 

zen of the United States, resiliig at Car 
rollton, in the county of ("arroll and State of 

5 Kentucky, have inventel certain Hew rin 
useful inprovements in Whisky-stills, of 
which the following is a specification. 
The object of my inventioi is to provide a 

spent-beer-vapor still in which the distilla 
10 tion is effected by vapor from the liquid re 

20 

2 5 

maining after the alcohol has been removed 
by distillation which is variously known as 
spent beer, spent wash, or slop, insteal of 
by boiler steam; and my invention consists 

5 in the still and the construction and arrange 
ment hereinafter described and claimed. 

In the drawings, Figure 1, is a side eleva 
tion of a still enboclying my invention, a 
part of the casing being broken away to 
show the vapor generating apparatus: Fig. 
2, a section on line 2-2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3, a 
side elevation with the casing broken away 
and showing my invention applied as an 
attachment to a still of the ordinary type: 
and Fig. 4, a partial front elevation. 
The apparatus illustrated consists of a 

heating chamber which may be applied to 
or connected with the column of any still 
of the column type, and which is adapted to 

30 receive spent beer from the still andleliver 

35 chamber to avoi 

vapor to the coln in ; meals for generating 
vapor from the spent beer whereby the dis 
Elio may be effected; and nicans for 
agitating the spent beer in the heating 

any danger that the solil 
constituents of the spent beer may adliere to 
the heating surfaces and interfere with the 
generations of vapor. The preferred means 
of generating the vapor consists of a series 

40 of steam coils within the heating chanber 
and a steam jacket embracing the chamber. 

1 represents the column of a beer still 
which may be of any desired type: 2, a 
heating chamber which may serve as the 

45 base of the beer column, as illistrated in Fig. 
1, or may be an attachment adjacent to the 
column, as illustrated in Fig. 3; 3, a ste:unn jacket embracing the heating climber and 
REE with steam supply pipe 4 and ex 

? aust pipe 5; 6,6, steam coils mounted with 
in the heating chamber, each connected with 
a manifold 7 through which live steal may 
be exhausted; 9, a drop pipe through which 
the spent wash passes fro, the column to 

55 the heating chamber; 10, a discharge pipe 

For the spent beer, coolly known as tie 
slop blow off; 1 1. a shaft 'arrying arm. " 
pacil's 12 extenting lie? '' ('eli the coils all 
it lated to keep the spent beer in agitation; 
6, a left rate late (sli? will in dotted 

lint's) in the leer column slightly below the 
i}} take of the lop pipes); 17, a float adapted 
to aciliate a valve at 18 in the slop blow off 
it: 19, a drain cock for the drop pipe, and 
20, ii ( )))' titl) for a l'air cock for the 
slop blow ott. 

fit the lic clification show in Fig. 3, the 
beat it ig ('la iller is providel with a steam 

in 13 frt in which a vapor pipe 14 leads 
to the (; lin, and a spent beer supply pipe : 

leads fr; the column. to the hitton of 
th' heating chamber, 21, designates a valve 
clapted to control the flow of the spent beer 
from the collinn to the heating chamber: 
22, a float, adapted to actuate a valve at 23 
in the slop blow off, and 24 and 25 connel:- 
tions for train cocks in the drop pipe an 
blow of pipe. In commencing operations the heating 
chanber may be charged with water, if no 3!, 
spent beer is a vitilable, but if the start is 
made with water, the spent beer, as fast as 
it is produced, takes the place of water. 
The beer, or material to be distilled, is fed 
into the upper part of the column and de 
scends over the plates in a thin stream in 
tie usual malaner, meeting in its descent a 
cot inter current of steam generated in the 
heating chamber whereby the light alcoholic 
constituents are separated from the heavier . 
non-alcoholic constituents, the former pass 
ing upward and outwarl through the top of 
the column to the cooler and condenser, and 
the latter passing downward. In the form 
shown in Fig. 1, the upper current of steam 
prevents the spent lucer from passing 
through the perforated plate 16 and the 
spent beer accumulates until it reaches the 
top of pipe 9, after which it overflows it is 
that pipe and passes into the heating cli:- 
ber below, where it is heated to the boiling point thereby generating steam SE 
passes upwardly thro1:gh 1}e perforate 
plate 16 to meet the lownflow of laterial 
to be clistilled and to ?ect its stillatioti. 
The spent beer accumulates in the heating 
clamber and rises to the level nf the float.-- 
in the lower part of the column. When the 
spent beer reaches the float the float ' ' (s 
thereby opening the valve in lie slop blow 



of pipe 10 and permitting the spent beer, or 
slop fo pass out through the blow of pipe 
so long as the float is held in a raised posi 
tion. 
In the modification shown in 3, the 

operation is identical except that the spent 
wash accumulates in the bottom of the col 
unn intil it reacles the top of drop pipe 

) 

() 

3. 

15, whi'i it overflows into that pipe and 
passes it to the bottolu of the heating cham 
iyer it with it, accumulates util it reaches 
and li?ts float 22 oenig the valve in the 
slop blow of ant perinitting the slop to es 
cale so log as the level is maintaine. The 

!, steal generatic from the spent beer passes 
the tigh pipe 1 it to the bottom of the col 
unil and thence upwardly through the de 
scending current of live beer. It will be noted that the list illution is 
effected entirely by vapors generated from 
the spent beer except when it econnes neces 
sary to commence operation with no spent 
beer available, in which case the single 
charge of water is quickly exhausted and its 
place taken by the spent beer. In no case is 
the oljectionable boiler steaua brought into 
contact with the tilaterial to be distilled. 

claim as my invention: 1. The combination, it a still, of a disti 
ling colunt; provisions for delivering live 
beer into the upper part of the column; a 
heating chamber; a series of independent 
steau coils, within the chamber, adapted 
to generate vapor from the spent beer; a 
manifold collect et with the coils wherely 
the steam may be exialisted, and provisions 
for delivering the valor into the bottom of 
the colt in whi'i'ely a descending current 
if live like r is net by a conter current of 
vapor generated fro) the spelt beer, sub 
stilitially as aid for the purpose specified. 

2. The 'onli at it, in a still, of a disti 
ling 'ollinn: provisions for delivering live 
liter into thi' piper part of the column; a 
heating channer; a series of independent 
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steam coils, within the chamber, adapted to 
generate vapor from the spent beer; a mani 
fold connected with the coils whereby the 
steam inay be exhausted; provisions for de 
livering the vapor into the bottom of the 
colum whereby a descending current of 
live beer is met by a counter current of 
vapor generated from the spent beer, and 
means for agitating the spent beer in the heating chambersubstantially as and for 
the purpose specified. - 

3. The combination, in a still, of a distil 
ling column; provisions for delivering live 
beer into the upper part of the column; a 
heating chamber; a series of independent 
stean coils, within the chamber, adapted to generate vapor from the spent beer; a mani 
fold connected with the coils whereby the 
steam may be exhausted; provisions for de 
livering the vapor into the bottom of the 
colu in whereby a descending current of 
live beer is met by a counter current of 
vapor generated from the spent beer; and 
a stean jacket inclosing the chamber, sub 
stantially as and for the purpose specified. 

4. The conilbination in a still, of a distil 
ling collinn: provisions for delivering live 
heer into the upper part of the column; a 
heating chainber; a series of independent 
st can coils, within the chamber, adapted to 
generate vapor from the spent beer; a mani 
fold connected with the coils whereby the 
steam may be exhausted; provisions for de 
livering the vapor into R bottom of the 
clini whereby a descending current of 
live leer is met by a counter current of 
vapor generated from the spent beer; means 
for agitating the spent beer in the heating 
channer; and a steam jacket inclosing the 
chamber, substantially as and for the pur 
pose specified. 

JAMES F. JETT. 
Witnesses: . 

EARLE. R. PAssEL, 
GEORGE IB. PARKTNsoN. 
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